O Introduction* In previous papers see [1] [2] [3] [4] 18 , 19] we were concerned with regular extensions of measures and their applications to several different areas of mathematics. Typically one was given a μeMRi^i) and conditions were given for when μ extended to a veMR(Jέf 2 ) where J^ci^ were sublattices of 2 Σ . Sufficient conditions for the countable additivity of v to follow from that of μ were also given. In this paper we show that for finitely additive measures, regular extensions always exist. This theorem represents a significant extension of our main theorem of [3] in that now no connection between ^ and Jΐf 2 is required except that Sf 1 c ,g\. This theorem has a great many applications and some of them are given both to measure extensions and the related concept of measure repleteness, a concept studied in many special cases in [5; 7-10, 14-17] .
1' Terminology* Since the results of this paper use to a large extent those of [3], we will adopt the notations and terminology of [3] . The reader need only be familiar with § 2 of that paper. Again we assume that 0, X are elements of all sublattices Sf of 2 X and assume, since this represents no loss of generality, that all measures are bounded and nonnegative. We need the following additional definitions and notations: While MR(σ, J5f) usually denotes the collection of countably additive measures on j&(J*f), when £f is a delta lattice, we know we may extend any μ e MR (σ, £f) 2* The general measure extension theorem* We are now ready to prove our main extension theorem. The theorem generalizes substantially our main extension theorem of [3] . We should remark that while the existence of a measure extension in our theorem has been known for some time it is the proof of the existence of an ^-regular measure which is new.
Before presenting the main extension theorem we introduce some of the notations used in the proof. If μeMRiJ^) then μ* 9 the (finitely additive) inner measure associated with μ, and μ*, the (finitely additive) outer measure associated with μ are defined as follows: For any Ee2 Partially order these pairs as follows:
if an d °nly if J^CJ^ and μ β extends μ a . Then ς, μ a )} is trivially inductively ordered and hence by Zorn's lemma, there is a maximal element ( &,v) .
We will show that & = ,i and that v is the required measure. for all F e^. It will then follow that J^(^)c^ since ^ is an algebra, and since ^cj/f^) to begin with, we will get that & = >szf{Sf 2 ).
The proof that v* and v* are additive on sets of the form A[\F and Bf)F' respectively where A, 5 e^ is simple and follows as in [11] 
Thus there is an L 2 6 & n ^ such that ^cβflί 7 ' and such that v*{B Π i^7') < ^^(LJ + ε/2 ^ v*^ Π F') + ε/2.
Consider now v*(E{\ F) = v*(A n F).
There is an L; e ^ Π ^', L 2 "c:A such that v(A -LΓ) < ε/2, since v is ^ regular. It follows that
Since v* is a measure on sets of the form An F where A e & (again [11] , pg. 269, Lemma) we have:
) and therefore
Thus v F is J2^ regular. Since this contradicts the maximality of v, //^ cz ^ and v is the required measure. To prove that v is σ-smooth if μ is, and £f 2 is i^-countably paracompact, suppose L 2tn [ 0, n = 1, 2, 3, , where L 2 , w 6 ^. Then by hypothesis there exist L 1>n e = S^ such that L 2)% cLί >% 0. Thus
Thus v is σ-smooth on ^ and since v is .^-regular v is <τ-smooth on jy(^). This remark gives us the first corollary which generalizes the main extension theorem of Hardy and Lacey [6] . COROLLARY 
If X is a topological space which has two topologies J^l and J/\ with closed sets ^~[ and J^\~ and if J^Ί is countably compact, then every μ e MR(σ, j^Ί) extends to a v e MR{σ, j^).
The next corollary gives us a well known theorem of Marik (see [13] ).
COROLLARY 2.4. If X is a countably paracompact and normal space, then every μeMR(σ,3ί) extends to a v e MR(σ, &~). The extension here is unique.
Proof. In this case S^x is 5Γ X c.b. as is easy to see from the normality of the space and the fact that it is countably paracompact.
We also have the following: COROLLARY 2.5. If X is a Tychonoff space such that J^x is 2? x countably paracompact, then every μ e MR (σ, 3? x 
) extends to a v e MR(σ, JT Σ ).
It is natural to ask whether there is any relation between the conditions j^x is 3? x countably paracompact, and J^, is countably paracompact (i.e., X is countably paracompact in the usual topological sense). Without normality the answer is no. Indeed in the Tychonoff plank ^x is %* x countably paracompact but it is not countably paracompact. In addition Mack and Johnson [12] , pg. 240-241 have constructed an example which is countably paracompact but where ^x is not ^x countably paracompact.
Obviously the following well known extension theorem is a trivial corollary of the above theorem. We should mention that our extension theorem given in [3] has some advantages over this: It gives us all the j*f 2 regular extension of μ under those circumstances. Indeed it shows that all linear functionals extending the one associated with μ in the natural way gives rise to an extension of μ. However, in applications all one needs most of the time is the existence of some ^-regular measure, and that's where the theorem presented here is more useful since the assumptions here are minimal.
Other corollaries follow simply in view of the generality of the theorem and so we move on and mention some applications to direct images of measure replete spaces. Proof. If μeMR(σ, £*) and μ ί = μ\ a{^l)9 then by Theorem 2.3 of [3] we see that μ, eMR(σ, JS^). Thus S(μ,) Φ 0. Since S(μ) = SQtϋf *&l is measure replete. Now let v6MB((7,«Sf 2 ). By Theorem 2.1, v extends to a v,eMR(a 9 ^f 4 ).
Define ρ x on σ(T~1(^f i )) = T-\σ{^)) by p.T-'iB) = v x {B). Then p x eMR{σ, T~\^)).
Since T is an £f z -^fi continuous surjection it is easy to see that p 1 is well defined and thus again by Theorem 2.1 p x extends to a peMR(σ, f 3 ).
As noted above ^ is measure replete and thus S(p) Φ 0. 
